CryptoCoin.PRO Now Supports $BAND
Purchase with Credit Cards and Bank Transfer
in Over 180 Countries’
$BAND is now available to buy in over
180 countries via the fiat on/off-ramp
processor CryptoCoin.Pro
EUROPE, October 16, 2020
/EINPresswire.com/ -- CryptoCoin.Pro,
a global fiat on/off-ramp supporting
180+ countries, has extended support
for Band Protocol (BAND) to be directly
purchased with credit cards or bank
transfer. The CryptoCoin platform is
fully licensed in Estonia for
cryptocurrency operations under EU
legislation and has bank approved KYC,
AML and CDD procedures.
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“Band Protocol is definitely the oracle
service that smart contract developers need for enhancing Dapps and DeFi ecosystems by
bridging reliable off-chain data sources. The same way Band Protocol is bringing external data
into the blockchain, at CryptoCoin.Pro we are facilitating crypto mass adoption by offering an
easy way in and out for FIAT<>Crypto in a 100% regulated
and safe environment.
Band Protocol is excited to
have the support of
CryptoCoin.Pro, a global fiat
on/off-ramp processor.
BAND, can now be placed
into the hands of people in
over 180+ countries.”
Soravis Srinawakoon, CEO &
Co-Founder

By creating this partnership, we join our shared vision for
the mass adoption of blockchain technology by bringing
the ability for anyone to secure the oracle network using
the BAND token.”
Sergiu Draganus, Founder of CryptoCoin.Pro

"Band Protocol is excited to have the
support of CryptoCoin.Pro, a global fiat
on/off-ramp processor. BAND, which is
used to secure the decentralized oracle
network that bridges off-chain
information reliably to DApps, can now
be placed into the hands of people in
over 180+ countries."
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Soravis Srinawakoon, CEO & Co-Founder

The integration makes the conversion of over 140 currencies into BAND and vice versa a simple,
safe and intuitive process. The collaboration with CryptoCoin is part of our effort to make BAND
accessible to the hands of everyone, forwarding our mission of creating a truly decentralized
oracle network secured and powered by anyone in the world.

About CryptoCoin.Pro
CryptoCoin.Pro is a fiat on/off ramp service provider for blockchain projects, exchanges and
DApps. Our FIAT Payment solution allows fast and easy access to crypto in the most secure way,
bridging the gap between traditional payment methods and crypto in over 180 countries.
Projects connect to CryptoCoin.Pro via our full API integration or flexible UX/UI checkout
process.
Website: https://www.cryptocoin.pro/

About Band Protocol
Band Protocol is a cross-chain data oracle platform that aggregates and connects real-world data
and APIs to smart contracts. Blockchains are great at immutable storage and deterministic,
verifiable computations — however, they cannot securely access data available outside the
blockchain networks. Band Protocol enables smart contract applications such as DeFi, prediction
markets, and games to be built on-chain without relying on the single point of failure of a
centralized oracle. Band Protocol is backed by a strong network of stakeholders including
Sequoia Capital, one of the top venture capital firms in the world, and the leading cryptocurrency
exchange, Binance.
https://bandprotocol.com/
https://whitepaper.bandprotocol.com/
https://t.me/bandprotocol
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https://twitter.com/bandprotocol
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